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YES WE CAN! 
CREDIT CORP DONATES 100,000 VT TO PARA-SPORT 

 

“Yes you can!” was one of the powerful messages delivered by the Guest Speakers at the recent Carbine 

Club Luncheon held to raise awareness and funds for para sport initiatives in Vanuatu.  

 

It was a challenge answered immediately at the lunch by Credit Corp’s CEO, Johnny Wilson who 

pledged 100,000 vatu to support outreach and awareness activities to identify and support young 

parathletes living in the provinces. 

 

“I was inspired by the Gest Speakers’ presentations as they asked each of us in the audience as 

businesses or Government or donor agencies to think about the question: ‘What can I do to help young 

people living with an impairment to get involved in parasports?’ recalled Mr Wilson.   

 

“When I made the commitment at the lunch, I knew my team at Credit Corp would back the offer 100%. 

At Credit Corp we work daily with people making plans, setting goals and realizing dreams by 

providing funding to make those ambitions a reality. With the Paralympics in Tokyo in 2020, if we as a 

community and as individuals can provide funding and equipment and mentoring – then fielding a 

Vanuatu team in Tokyo Paralympics that has solid medal chances is not an impossible dream. We all 

need to say ‘Yes we can’ so our parathletes can answer back with the same response – ‘Yes we can!” 

 

Paul Bird, multi Paralympian medal for Australia and current President of the Oceania Paralympics 

Committee and Chris Nunn Olympic level high performance coach led the 170 strong group of 

attendees from a broad spectrum of the Vila community - local businessmen and women, donors, Non 

Government Organisations and young male and female athletes through the challenges of “Yes We 

Can!”  

 

Paul and Chris outlined the difficulties faced by athletes living with an impairment, focusing on the 

determination and strength of character needed by parathletes to overcome physical issues, isolation, 

low self-esteem, public misconceptions, lack of training opportunities and equipment to perform at high 

levels. They pointed out that a “Yes We Can” attitude was essential because of the lack of awareness by 

the community of how many “disabled” people there are living in Vanuatu - 13,623 to 32,826 according 

to the 2016 Mini-Census. The lack of awareness leads to lack of funding by Government and private 

sector sponsors.  

 

Paul Bird used his life as a practical example of the opportunities that parasports created in his own life. 

Chris Nunn led the audience through the recent impressive international successes of our own 

parathletes at the Commonwealth Games, Mini Games, Melanesian Athletics Championships and 

Australian National Rowing competition – Friana Kwevira, Georges Langa, Marcelline Moli and 

Dephnny Naliupis. Both speakers called on those present at the Carbine Club event to look at 

themselves and what each person could do as individuals to assist with a “Yes I Can” challenge. 

 

As he made the cheque presentation to Margaret Macfarlane, President of the Vanuatu Paralympic 

Committee, Johnny Wilson concluded by tossing a challenge to everyone, “I want all of you out there in 

our community to join Credit Corp in supporting para-sport by saying “Yes We Can!” 
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Caption: Johnny Wilson CEO of Credit Corp declares “Yes We Can” with 100,000 vt donation to 

support provincial outreach for parasports. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


